**Academic library collections**
The number of items in library collections—including physical and electronic books, media, and serials—at Title IV degree-granting institutions in the United States is 2,513,160,802.


**Rhodes Scholars**
Nearly half of this year’s class of U.S. Rhodes Scholars are first-generation Americans. For the third consecutive year, a majority of the 32 winners come from minority groups.


**Web browser market share**
As of December 2019, the Chrome web browser dominated the browser market share worldwide at 63.62 percent. Safari came in second at 17.68 percent, followed by Firefox at 4.39 percent.


**Streaming video**
“As of May 2019, 134.2 million (56 percent) of U.S. adults streamed non-linear video to their TV set through an [I]nternet-connected device or smart television. Sixty-five percent of American homes have access to an enabled [I]nternet-connected device or smart TV. The typical U.S. adult streamer spends an average of just under one hour streaming non-linear content (video-on-demand, interactive, etc.) to their TVs in a regular day. That’s significantly less time than streamers spend with linear (scheduled) TV: two hours 42 minutes.”


**Audiobook and podcast growth**
“The audiobook and podcasting markets are growing far faster than the overall media and entertainment market. In 2020, Deloitte predicts, the global audiobook market will grow by 25 percent to $3.5 billion. [They also predict] that the global podcasting market will increase by 30 percent to reach $1.1 billion in 2020, surpassing the $1 billion mark for the first time.”


**College student retention**
“Slightly over half of U.S. college students graduate within six years, and nearly one in eight who start in any fall term will transfer by the following fall.”
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